Graves’ Disease Mechanisms: The Role of Stimulating, Blocking, and Cleavage Region TSH Receptor Antibodies
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Abstract
The immunologic processes involved in Graves’ disease (GD) have one unique characteristic – the autoantibodies to the TSH receptor (TSHR) – which have both linear and conformational epitopes. Three types of TSHR antibodies (stimulating, blocking, and cleavage) with different functional capabilities have been described in GD patients, which induce different signaling effects varying from thyroid cell proliferation to thyroid cell death. The establishment of animal models of GD by TSHR antibody transfer or by immunization with TSHR antigen has confirmed its pathogenic role and, therefore, GD is the result of a breakdown in TSHR tolerance. Here we review some of the characteristics of TSHR antibodies with a special emphasis on new developments in our understanding of what were previously called “neutral” antibodies and which we now characterize as autoantibodies to the “cleavage” region of the TSHR ectodomain.

Background
The TSH receptor antigen of Graves’ Disease (GD)
In Graves’ disease (GD), the main autoantigen is the thyroid stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR), which is expressed primarily in the thyroid but also in adipocytes, fibroblasts, bone cells, and a variety of additional sites including the heart [1]. The TSHR is a G-protein coupled receptor with 7 transmembrane-spanning domains (Fig. 1a). TSH, acting via the TSHR, regulates thyroid growth and thyroid hormone production and secretion. The TSHR undergoes complex post-translational processing involving dimerization and intramolecular cleavage; the latter modification leaves a 2-subunit structural form of the receptor which eventually undergoes degradation or shedding of the ectodomain [2–4] (Fig. 1b). Each of these post-translational events may influence the antigenicity of the receptor and, furthermore, this complex processing may contribute to a break in self-tolerance. For example, the affinity of TSHR antibodies for the TSHR ectodomain is greater than for the holoreceptor itself [2].

Humoral immunity to the TSHR
One of the unique characteristics of GD, not found in normal individuals or in the rest of the animal kingdom, is the presence of TSHR antibodies (TSHR-Abs) easily detectable in the vast majority of patients [5]. In patients with GD, as for other antigens in other autoimmune diseases, TSHR-reactive B cells survive deletion and can potentially present thyroid autoantigen to T cells inducing proinflammatory cytokines [6]. Hence both B cells and T cells play a central role not only in producing TSHR-antibodies but also in mediating chronic inflammatory changes of the disease seen in the thyroid gland, in the retroorb and in the skin (Fig. 2).

The role of thyroid-specific B cells and their control
Insight into the contribution of autoreactive B cells to the normal human B cell repertoire has come from the analysis of monoclonal antibodies cloned from single purified B cells at different stages during their development [7]. Since diversity by V(D)J recombination and somatic hypermutation provides protective humoral immunity and also generates potentially harmful autoreactive B cell clones, several checkpoints ensure which developing autoreactive B cells are counter-selected. Thus, defects in central and peripheral checkpoints for B cell tolerance may be involved in the autoimmunity of GD. Furthermore, our recent mRN-Seq pathway study of thyroid tissue from patients with GD indicated...
that B cells in the thyroid gland were hyperactive and B-cell receptor (BCR) signal transduction may prevail over T cell signaling [6]. These observations confirm that memory B cell generation or maturation takes place within the thyroid gland. B cell survival factors such as B cell-activating factor (BAFF) and a proliferation-inducing ligand (APRIL) have been shown to be important in an induced GD animal model [8]. Blockade of both BAFF and B cell maturation antigen (BCMA) using soluble decoy receptors ameliorated hyperthyroid GD in mice induced by TSHR immunization. Studies using gene silencing, targeting BAFF, inhibited proinflammatory cytokine expression, suppressed plasma cell generation and Th17 cells and caused marked amelioration in autoimmune arthritis [9]. Similar early clinical studies using B cell suppression in Graves’ orbitopathy with monoclonal anti-CD20 add further support to this concept [10].

TSH receptor antibodies
Characterization of TSHR antibodies (TSHR-Abs)
Since the discovery and early analyses of TSHR-Abs [11] the most precise delineation of their characteristics has resulted from the analysis of monoclonal antibodies to the TSHR being derived from human, mouse and hamster sources: the mouse and hamster antibodies being secondary to TSHR immunization [12–14]. Three varieties of TSHR-Ab are now recognized amongst patients with autoimmune thyroid disease and immunized rodents: stimulating, blocking and so called “neutral” antibodies which are characteristically directed at the cleavage region of the TSHR ectodomain and are referred to in this report as “cleavage” antibodies since they have proven to be far from neutral in their biological activity (Fig. 3).

Stimulating antibodies bind only to the naturally conformed TSHR and compete for TSH binding to the receptor site. These antibodies induce cyclic AMP generation, thyroid cell proliferation, and thyroid hormone synthesis and secretion. Stimulating antibodies bind exclusively to conformational epitopes in the TSHR ectodomain.

TSHR blocking antibodies also prevent TSH binding to the receptor. However, once bound they inhibit TSH action to such an extent that they may induce hypothyroidism although some blocking TSHR antibodies may act as weak TSHR agonists. TSHR blocking antibodies are usually conformationally dependent for TSH binding while others may bind to linear epitopes.

“Cleavage” TSHR antibodies neither block TSH binding nor block TSH action and they do not induce cyclic AMP generation. Cleavage TSHR-Abs bind exclusively with linear epitopes directed to the hinge region (aa 280–410) including the “unique region” of the receptor between amino acids 316–366 [15]. This region has been shown to be important in the signaling process [16, 17] and it is possible to demonstrate unique signaling activity of such cleavage region antibodies, which may induce thyroid cell apoptosis if unopposed [18–20].

The presence of differing proportions of high affinity TSHR-Abs with varied biological activity in patients with GD no doubt contributes to the clinical phenotype; varying from hyperthyroidism to hypothyroidism and vice versa. Thus, a classification of these antibodies based on function as suggested previously is more relevant than their ability or lack of ability in influencing TSH binding (Table 1).

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) to the TSHR
Only when immunizing with intact natural TSHR or TSHR cDNA was it possible to induce thyroid-stimulating antibodies and a successful animal model of hyperthyroidism [21–24]. Subsequently, the rare B cells secreting TSHR antibodies with stimulating activity were used to generate mAbs, including MS-1 raised in a hamster [13]. Later, mAbs were successfully derived directly from human peripheral blood including the widely used M-22, which is a high affinity stimulating antibody now used as the international standard [25]. In addition, a blocking mAb has been well characterized from a patient with Graves’ disease and while human sera demonstrate the presence of cleavage antibodies, the cleavage mAbs used to date have been derived exclusively from immunized rodents [25, 26].

Stimulating TSHR-Ab epitopes
Part of the TSHR ectodomain has been crystallized with a human stimulating monoclonal TSHR Fab fragment bound in situ [27]. Several amino acids distributed along an extensive part of the
A simplified outline of the factors contributing to the development of Graves’ disease on a background of thyroiditis.

Fig. 3 The 3 different varieties of TSHR-Abs and their signal transduction pathways and functional consequences.

| Table 1 | Characteristics of different TSH receptor antibodies. |
|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|
| **%TSH Block** | **Conformational/Linear** | **Function** | **Signaling effectors** | **Ref.** |
| Stimulators | | | | |
| MS1 (Hamster) | 80 | ± | Activation | cAMP/Akt/PKC/Ca⁺ | [13, 15, 20, 26] |
| RSR-12 (Mouse) | ND | ± | Activation | cAMP/Akt/PKC/Ca⁺ | [22, 24, 26] |
| M22 (Human) | 80 | ± | Activation | cAMP/Akt/PKC/Ca⁺ | [22, 24, 26] |
| Blockers | | | | |
| Tab-8 (Hamster) | 80 | ± | TSH antagonist | No cAMP | [13, 15, 26] |
| RSR-B2 (Mouse) | 80 | ± | Weak agonist | cAMP/ERK1/2 | [26] |
| K1–70 (Human) | 87 | ± | TSH antagonist | No cAMP | [28] |
| Cleavage | | | | |
| Tab-16 (Hamster) | 0 | ± | Apoptosis | ROS | [13, 15, 20, 26] |
| aa 322–341 | | | | |
| 7C10 (Hamster) | 0 | ± | Apoptosis | ROS | [13, 15, 20, 26] |
| aa 337–356 | | | | |
concave surface of the leucine-rich repeat region (LRR) of the TSHR ectodomain were found to be important for antibody binding. Recent studies from our laboratory looking at conformational epitopes using mass spectrometry [28] have indicated that epitopes also exist outside the LRR for blocking as well as stimulating monoclonal antibodies. In addition, the importance of the N terminal region of the extracellular domain (ECD) has been well illustrated as well as residues in the “hinge” region [2]. These and other studies of TSHR antibodies raised the obvious question of whether epitope differences may be responsible for their different biological activities and this certainly would appear to be part of the answer. For example, our own recent study of 3 stimulating TSHR-mAbs showed variation in their patterns of signal transduction and is consistent with this conclusion [20, 29].

Blocking TSHR-Ab epitopes
Epitopes for TSHR blocking antibodies appear to be more widely distributed than for stimulating antibodies. Experimentally produced blocking TSHR-mAbs have been shown to bind to independent linear or conformational epitopes [15]. TSHR autoantibodies from patients with GD or HT have been shown to compete with a blocking TSHR-mAb to the N-terminus of the TSHR beta subunit (aa 382–415). Hence, blocking antibodies that cause hypothyroidism are also heterogeneous and there appear to be multiple epitopes involved in this repertoire of antibodies. Crystallization and modeling of human and mouse blocking TSHR-AbS have suggested their binding involves the N-terminal and leucine rich domain in agreement with this conclusion [30, 31].

Cleavage TSHR-Ab epitopes
Antibodies to the cleavage region (aa 316–366) have been demonstrated in patients with Graves’ disease by peptide binding (ELISA) and mAb competition (competitive inhibition assay by FACS) and they bind with high affinity to the TSHR expressing cells [12, 15, 20, 29]. In animal models of GD, the major linear epitopes recognized are those in the cleavage region [32]. Such antibodies to the cleavage region do not compete for TSH binding and hence they are often referred to as “neutral”.

Signal transduction induced by TSHR antibodies

TSHR stimulating antibodies act mostly like TSH
Stimulating TSHR antibodies use signaling pathways similar to TSH for cell activation and growth [16, 29] (Table 1). Each of 3 stimulating mAbs we examined, activated Akt and PKCζ/λ. These antibodies induced a dose-dependent suppression of the c-Raf/ERK/p90RSK pathway as seen with TSH but there was heterogeneity of additional pathway signaling in relation to PKA activity and CREB induction.

TSHR-blocking antibodies induce signaling cascades indicative of weak agonist activity
In our studies, TSHR-blocking antibodies have shown diverse effects on multiple signaling cascades in keeping with their known weak agonist or inverse agonist activity [29]. One such mAb (RSR-B2) induced low-level cyclic AMP generation and cell proliferation and increased Akt, CREB, c-Raf, and ERK whereas another (Tab-8) activated PKA and PKC in line with their mild proliferative effects [29]. These observations help explain how TSHR-AbS with variable activity may contribute to different clinical phenotypes in autoimmune thyroid disease. Most striking was that 2 of the blocking TSHR antibodies we examined resulted not only in signal initiation but they showed different pathway dominance.

TSHR-cleavage antibodies are not neutral
Cleavage TSHR mAbs do not induce cyclic AMP generation but may use the PKA II pathway. To examine the functional characteristics of cleavage TSHR-mAbs (C-TSHR-mAbs), we used a panel of mAbs generated from hamsters and mice [19, 20, 30]. As examples, one mAb showed modest activation of many signaling molecules such as Akt, PKC, PKA, CREB, ERK, and p90RSK, whereas another tended to consistently reduce constitutive signaling activities as seen with PKC, c-Raf, ERK, and p90RSK.

Fig. 4 Although still highly complex, this is a simplified TSHR signaling model for the major G-protein activation pathways. In FRTL-5 thyrocytes, TSHR-stimulating antibodies and TSH itself activate the major signaling cascades numbered 1, 2, and 3. In contrast, cleavage TSHR-AbS activate mainly cascade #4 in grey (with the closed arrow at the top). Signaling cascade #4 appears to be exclusive to the cleavage antibodies and induces Rho, ROS and other down-stream signaling effectors such as NFκB and PKC-δ. In this proposed model system, Cαq activates cAMP/PKA/CREB via adenyl cyclase activation and Cγq induces PKC/Stat3 via activation of PLCβ1,3, kinases with Ca²⁺ [40]. Similarly, Cβγ activates PI3 kinase and downstream molecules PDK1/Akt/mTOR/S6k1 via PLCζ kinase. PKC (curved arrow) once activated can induce different MAPKs including ERK1/2/p38/p90RSK.
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The Akt/mTOR/S6K cascade was increased by 2 of the 4 mAbs tested and there were higher activities of PI3K-p110, PI3KR4, and PIP5K2 by proteomic analysis. The PI3Ks are a family of related intracellular signal transducer enzymes capable of phosphorylating the 3 position hydroxyl group of the inositol ring of phosphatidylinositol (PtdIns) [33, 34]. They are involved in cellular functions such as cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, motility, survival and intracellular trafficking. A significant increase in mTOR, a PI3K downstream effector, activity was also observed but not seen with TSH in the FRTL5 model cells. These observations indicated that selected cleavage mAbs were capable of producing a robust effect on the PI3K/Akt/mTOR/S6K signaling cascade, an important arm of the (Gβγ) GPCR signaling unit (Fig. 4).

C-mAbs induce both PKC and ERK1/2/p38 pathway modules
The phosphorylation of the MAPks (mitogen-activated protein kinases) is of major importance to cell function. The pathway via MAPK includes many proteins, including ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinases), p38 and JNK (stress-activated protein kinases) proteins. MAPks are involved in directing cellular responses to a diverse array of stimuli, such as mitogens, osmotic stress, heat-shock and pro-inflammatory cytokines. They regulate cell function, proliferation, gene expression, differentiation, mitosis, cell survival, and apoptosis [17]. These data show that the activation of MAPK/ERK induced by GPCRs such as the TSHR is mediated by Gαq or Gβγ subunits and involve a common signaling pathway with receptor tyrosine kinases [29, 35, 36]. MAPK/ERK can also be induced by Rho via Gα13 activation [34]. As described earlier [20, 29], TSH and stimulating TSHR-mAbs do not induce the c-Raf/ERK1/2 module but 2 of the 4 cleavage mAbs we examined did activate c-Raf/ERK1/2. One of them activated Rho significantly while TSH suppressed it. Consistent with these results, activating upstream molecules of ERK1/2/p38 and their downstream effectors RSK/MNK1/MSK1/MAPKAPK2 were all activated. In contrast, TSH suppressed most of these elements. While JNK activity was reduced by both TSH and cleavage mAbs, jun, an immediate early gene marker that binds with activator protein 1 (AP-1) and one of the downstream effectors of MAPK/JNK phosphorylation was activated only by C-mAb. Whereas TSH lacked such effect, it was able to activate fos, another early gene product downstream to MAPK/ERK1/2. This suggested that these differences between C-mAb and TSH were indeed ligand dependent.

Cleavage mAbs activate NfkB signaling
In the nucleus, NfkB regulates genes encoding cytokines, cytokine receptors, cell adhesion molecules, proteins involved in coagulation, and genes involved in cell growth control. Both Gαq-coupled GPCRs (activating PKC) and Gα13-coupled GPCRs (activating PKA) interact with NfkB in regulating inflammation and cancer [37]. Activation of NfkB is initiated by the signal induced degradation of inhibitory kB (IκB) proteins. A variety of stimuli lead to the rapid nuclear accumulation of NfkB by the induced phosphorylation and subsequent degradation of IκB. We found C-mAbs which activated NfkB and 2 IκB kinases [20]. In contrast, TSH suppressed most of these signals.

Differential activation of JAK/STAT and SOCS-4 molecules by cleavage TSHR-mAbs
JAKs and STATs are critical components of many cytokine receptor systems, regulating growth, survival, differentiation, and pathogen resistance. They are mainly linked to MAPK and Akt signaling cascades [38]. TSH is known to activate STAT3 and so do some cleavage TSHR mAbs. However, the cleavage mAbs also activate STAT2 and STAT-5a phosphorylation, demonstrating a wider effect on cytokine production [20]. In addition to JAK/STAT pathway effectors, there are some negative regulators and SOCS is one of them [38]. In keeping with this, SOCS-4 was not activated. The fact that STAT and NfkB were activated allows us to conclude that certain thyroid cell responses produced by the TSHR signalosome will result in immune modulation. Among 18 cytokines and chemokines assessed by multiplex bead array, we found cleavage mAb induced responses in 6 including IL-2 and IL-10 which were induced by both TSH and cleavage TSHR-mAb, although the effect was small [20].

Fig. 5: An outline of the proposed mechanisms involved in cleavage TSHR-Ab induced apoptosis (in FRTL-5) thyrocytes. While stimulating antibodies induce thyrocyte cell survival and proliferation via cAMP/PKA/CREB and Akt/mTOR/S6K, cleavage antibodies would do the opposite if unopposed and result in cell death via ROS induction. Since cleavage antibodies are unable to activate Gαq, Gα13, and Gβγ (unpublished), they may activate Gα13 and its downstream effectors Rho/ROS/PKC-δ leading to apoptosis via activation of the Cyt-C/Bax signaling cascade (unpublished).
Apoptosis in GD

Background

It is now apparent that apoptosis plays an important role in the development and perpetuation of autoimmune thyroid disease. In early investigations, antibody- and T-cell-mediated death mechanisms were proposed as responsible for autoimmune thyrocyte depletion in thyroiditis but later, areas of apoptosis were recognized in thyroid tissue from patients with GD [39]. Subsequent studies on apoptosis have since provided new insights into autoimmune target destruction, indicating the involvement of death receptors and cytokine-regulated apoptotic pathways in the likely pathogenesis and perpetuation of thyroid autoimmunity. There is evidence that such thyrocyte apoptosis in GD may be antibody induced [40] or T cell mediated via defects in T regulatory cells which induce an abnormal production of cytokines [41] or changes in the expression of apoptotic molecules (Fas/FasL and caspase 8) on the surface of T lymphocytes and thyroid follicular cells [42, 43]. Eight tagged SNPs representing the majority of common variations in the programmed cell death 1 gene (PDCD1) within a large UK Caucasian GD data set revealed significant associations indicating that PDCD1 may also contribute toward the development of GD [44]. Clearly, death receptors/ligands appear to play a regulatory role in apoptosis, but caspase independent mechanisms may also coexist and contribute to thyroid cell death in GD. In fact, our own observations indicated that TSHR-Abs exerted diverse effects on thyroid cell apoptosis [18, 20].

Stimulating TSHR-Abs sustain survival of thyroid cells

In contrast to apoptosis, thyroid cell proliferation is induced by both TSH and stimulating TSHR-Abs. To first define the important signaling molecules involved in the thyroid cell fate decision process we detected increased PKA/CREB and AKT/mTOR/S6K activities induced by stimulating TSHR-mAbs (and TSH) and a dynamic change in cytoplasmic vs. nuclear accumulation of phosphorylated CREB causing phosphorylated CREB to be accumulated mostly in the nucleus [18]. These findings indicated that multiple signaling cascades, sustained by stimulating TSHR-Abs, are important in cell survival and proliferation.

Failure to sustain PKA/CREB and AKT/mTOR/S6K signaling cascades determines thyroid cell death

Cleavage TSHR-mAbs activated c-Raf/MEK/ERK1/2 and p38 but failed to sustain the activity of many of its signaling molecules while stimulating TSHR-mAbs sustained much of their activity. In agreement with this observation, the cleavage TSHR-mAbs had no influence on CREB which was detected only in the cell cytoplasm unlike nuclear phosphorylated CREB accumulation observed with stimulating TSHR-mAbs. In fact, with time, the cleavage TSH-mAbs, rather than inducing cell proliferation, induced thyroid cell death when unopposed [18]. These findings
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indicated that the ability to sustain such signaling cascades was vital to cell survival and proliferation, and therefore, these signaling cascades, or the lack thereof, underlie the thyroid cell fate decision under such conditions.

The effectors allowing cleavage TSHR-mAbs to induce thyroid cell apoptosis

To determine the key effectors induced by cleavage TSHR-Abs we found that both caspase and annexin V were highly induced by such antibodies confirming apoptosis as the main mechanism for thyroid cell death [18,20]. Furthermore, we found that such cleavage antibodies were potent inducers of mitochondrial ROS (mROS) indicating the induction of cell stress and a mechanism for apoptosis induction (Fig. 5). In support of this conclusion, we found that both TSH and stimulating antibodies suppressed mROS induction and prevented apoptosis induced by the cleavage antibodies suggesting that cAMP/PKA generation was a mechanism for preventing apoptosis via suppression of mROS. Confirming the role of cAMP/PKA in the prevention of apoptosis via suppression of mROS, we found that PKA activators including IBMX and forskolin were also able to oppose the induction of mROS by cleavage TSHR-mAbs. These data indicated that a balance between negative and positive regulators of mROS was a key to maintaining thyrocyte homeostasis. Since apoptosis may be a major autoimmune stimulant [33,45] this balance thus may play a vital role in GD initiation and perpetuation.

Oxidative stress in GD

As described, cell stress induced by cleavage TSHR-Abs is a key regulatory component involved in determining thyroid cell survival or thyroid cell apoptosis via production of ROS [18]. ROS are highly reactive molecules induced by partially reduced forms of oxygen resulting from cellular metabolism. They include hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), hydroxyl radicals (OH$^-$), superoxide anions (O$_2^-$) and lipid peroxides [46]. Antioxidant systems defend cells from ROS-induced cellular damage and, under physiological conditions, a balance between oxidant and antioxidant exists. Evaluation of human cellular defense systems (oxidant vs. antioxidant) in thyroid tissue from Graves’ disease patients undergoing thyroideectomy has revealed increased levels of free radicals and their scavengers compared to normal thyroid [47]. Indeed when thyroid cells were exposed to cleavage TSHR-mAb for 24 h there was enhanced immunostaining of both mitochondrial (Mn-SOD and HSP60) and endoplasmic reticulum stress markers (HSP70) with perinuclear condensations indicating mitochondrial ROS (mROS) induction which was confirmed by MitoSOX red, a mitochondrial superoxide indicator dye (Fig. 6) [18].

Conclusions

Autoimmunity represents a collection of heterogeneous disorders controlled by complex genetic and environmental factors with major stochastic contributions. In GD, the primary antigen is the TSHR and the reports of extrathyroidal TSHR expression in a variety of cell types including fibroblasts, bone cells and immune cells has added to the complexity of the disease and also introduced a variety of potential new mechanisms that may be involved. A common view of GD is that TSHR-Abs promote the disease by enhancing thyroid antigen expression. Stimulating TSHR-Abs are certainly capable of this role and may interact directly with the immune system including stimulation of maturing thymocytes [48]. However, T cell activation and subsequent thyroid infiltration in GD patients are not just the result of direct autoantibody induced mechanisms. In fact, GD appears to develop on a background of concurrent autoimmune thyroiditis. Therefore, the observations supporting the induction of apoptosis by cleavage TSHR-Abs suggests that such antibodies may be active very early in the disease and may serve to perpetuate the disorder once established. Indeed TSHR-Abs can even be detected in a small number of patients with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis [49,50]. Such TSHR-Abs have been reported as being of the blocking variety but, to date, cleavage antibodies have not been examined in that disorder.
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